Our investment
service for flat

Owners
Taking care of your investment

Highlights
• Our service is for Owners looking to rent out their London properties
• We value high-quality locations, properties, and professional occupants
• We work with both first time and seasoned landlords
• “Generation Rent” expect full property management services
•
• This requires a dedicated and modernized property rental and management service
• We combine professionally qualified industry expertise with the latest technologies
to deliver leading-edge full property management solutions for property Owners
• We focus on yield management optimization and asset utilization
• Through personal service we believe happy Guests leads to happy Owners
• Our current portfolio of London assets under management exceeds £50m
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Generation Rent

“Generation Rent” are getting older and renting for longer. It is not uncommon
to have professional tenants in their 40’s today. The is very true in London
where recentht p:/ w w.tel gestimates*
that 60% of Londoners will be renting by
raph.couk/fina ce/pro erty/pro erty-market/1257946/Gen ration-Rent-London-tobecome-acity-ofrent rs-bforecast
y20 5.html
2025 and that renting will become the norm, particularly for younger people.
As the demand for rental increases, so does the need for specialized services
to meet the expectations of this new generation of renters.

“60% of Londoners will be renting by 2025
- renting will be the norm”
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Increasing tenant expectations
With the cost of renting skyrocketing across London, some tenants are spending as
much as 50% of their income on rent. As such, they expect better service and value
for money than previous generations. Forward- thinking Owners realize and
appreciate that providing a good service is necessary, in order to attract and retain
the best quality tenants.
However, for many private Landlords and Estate Agents this level of service and
tenant’s requests and Estate Agents are focused on (more profitable) sales activities.
We believe the demands of servicing “generation rent” can only be properly met by
a dedicated property management and rental company.

“Today, tenant expectations are far higher than
previous generations”
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Short-

With London being one of the most popular tourist destination in the
world, frequented by over 30 millions of visitors each year, naturally,
London properties are positioned well for short letting opportunities.
RentLondonFlat.com recognises this crucial element and are set up to help
owners maximise the value of their asset and minimise the amount of void
periods through a balance of short letting and long letting opportunities.
Traditional estate agents rarely offer short let services, however, some
larger corporates may do medium-term lets (eg: a month to 6 months).
Alternatively, there are an emerging of short let agencies who offers
owners to manage short lets (eg: Airbnb, etc..) but they are not setup to
offer long lets at the same time.
With the introduction of the 90 day cap rule in January 2017, owners will
not be able to solely rely on shortletting their properties. Rent London Flat
is one of the very few companies that are able to offer both short let and
long let management services to maximise the potential value of your
property.
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Build to Rent

The increasing popularity of build- t o- r ent, provides tenants with alternative dedicated private
rental accommodation from institutional property management firms.
This reflects the change in tenant demand, expectations and demographics, and they are voting
with their feet. Purpose built blocks of flats for rent are directly managed by building owners who
provide an all-inclusive on-site service.
Private owners and landlords are now competing with this type of highly focused service, which is
wholly dedicated to property renting and management, and has the ability to deliver that

Tenants no longer want to be passed here and there between internet portals, Estate Agents and
absent Landlords. Instead they want the comfort and knowledge, of knowing that there is a single
dedicated service provider for the duration of their tenancy.

“Purpose built rental accommodation provided by
institutional investors has increased tenant expectations
and choices”
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Managing London flats
RentLondonFlat.com was founded in order to meet these current challenges for private Owners
and Landlords operating in the London market. Our company founders are forward-thinking
professional London Landlords, property investors, and consultants themselves.
Managing London flats is all we do. Our business has been built for this sole purpose in mind and
is dedicated to optimizing yield and asset management services for our clients. The difference
we make is in our focus:
•
•
•
•
•

We specialize in Flats as the primary accommodation type that renters choose
We offer a regional service across London for tenants looking to live in London
This allows us to advise tenants on wide range of location options based on their budget
Local high street offices are limited to a 5-mile radius choice and can’t do this city-wide
National services are spread too thinly and are not able to specialize in one area on the
other extreme, nationwide
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Increasingly complex legislation
In a continually changing market with complex, evolving legislation, many
property investors are at a loss, drowning in landlord administration and with
possible imprisonment consequences if they get it wrong. What was
permissible in previous years may well be illegal today, with exposure to
unlimited fines likely.
Particularly if they are working full-time or have become “accidental
Landlords” eg. through inheritance. Once again the benefits of having a
professionally-managed and dedicated lettings service is to ensure
compliance and profit relative to other stuck-in-old-times Landlords.

“There have been successive punitive
legislative changes on private landlords
every year since 2005”
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A professional intermediary
Given the choice, when paying the same amount of rent, the majority of tenants would
far prefer to rent a property from a professional management company, rather than a
private individual Landlord.
Passing property rental and management to a professional intermediary company,
removes the stress of renting for both the Tenant and the Landlord, both of whom can
then benefit from peace of mind that the details of the tenancy are being professionally
dealt with.
Whilst there are many new “low-cost” and “introduction-only” services, we firmly believe
in the age old adage of “you get what you pay for”. The value of a personal and dedicated
service becomes increasingly more valuable, in a market saturated by cheap impersonal
online only providers.
It is not simply a question of providing a service, but very much an issue of how you
deliver that service, particularly when rent payments are the biggest expenditure for
most tenants.

“Our culture and ethos is grounded in providing
a “personal touch” for our clients”
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Guest Services

Our mission is to provide a near-hotel like service for our tenants and
to treat them as guests. Too often in the past, tenants have been
treated as second-rate clients by Estate Agents focused on sales.
Instead, we focus our time on seeking continual improvements in how
we can deliver better services for our guests and owners.
This is because as Landlords, we know, this not only means our
tenants are likely to stay longer, but it also means fewer void periods,
fewer issues with rent collection and lower property maintenance
costs, as good tenants are proud of their Homes. That is why our
motto to guests is “Making You Feel At Home” and our aim is to attract
the best tenants, for the best properties.

“Our aim to create a near-hotel like service
for our guests”
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Today’s renters are accustomed to doing everything on their phones, with services like AirBnB,
Booking.com, and Easyjet. They can travel and book hotel rooms with ease. But often, when it
comes to renting a property through Estate Agents, the process can seem like it is from ancient
times Visiting High Street offices during working hours to submit and sign paperwork is akin to
using a cheque-book. Today’s renters want and expect everything to be done on their phone.
This is the reason why we also provide Wifi in all our properties as part of our management
service for guests. Have you been been into a Hotel that doesn’t provide Wifi recently? It’s a key
differentiator for tenants when choosing between flats as they do not want to wait 2-3 weeks
for a Wifi installation.
That is why our service has been built from the ground up to deliver a dedicated rental and
property management service to meet the expectations of today’s mobile generation. We are
continuously deploying the best solutions offered by the PropTech* industry.

“Being able to Rent a property should be as
easy as booking a flight…”
* PropTech - Property Technology
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Insuring your rent
As our service and branding attracts more discerning and
professional tenants we in turn are able to provide our owners
with rent warranties cover for our tenants through insurance
companies. The calibre of our tenants means that we can secure
your rental income from the risk of defaulted rent payments *

“We offer insurance for owners
from rent payment defaults”
* terms and conditions upon request
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Why appoint us as your property
?
Today, we firmly believe only dedicated property management specialist companies are able
to deliver the depth of service to meet tenant’s expectations. As a London property owner, we
understand what it takes for you to achieve the best for your investment. And that means
having a dedicated service operator that is able to get the most out of your property.
Why would you want your valuable asset associated with and subsidising poorer quality and
poorer managed ﬂats that may not even be in London? Nationwide online providers do a
disservice to London property owners by association that infers cheap Landlords. That is not
something well-heeled tenants want when paying high London rents. They want a service
that will support them during their tenancy and reflects their aspirations.
By joining our current London owners who have already entrusted over £50m to our
management services, you can rest assured that you are in good company and that your
investment is in safe hands.

“We have over £50m of Assets Under Management
entrusted to us”
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A Professional Service

Our Guest enjoy peace of mind,
knowing they are in good hands

We are a professionally certified and accredited by a
number of industry bodies. This means both our
owners and guests can be confident that our service is
fully regulated. The main benefits of renting from us
are:
• Full Client Money Protection
• Professional Indemnity Business Insurance
• Deposit Protection
• Deposit Disputes
• Legislative Compliance

w w.landlords.org.uk w w.londonlandlords.org.uk www.ico.org.uk w w.mydeposit .co.uk www.tpos.co.uk www.safeagents.co.uk

Benefits for owners
• We offer a full property rental and management service London flat owners
• A one-stop shop for owners looking for a “hands-free” approach
• We manage your property throughout the Rental Life Cycle (below)
• We take care of all the legal and administrative details
• We maximize your investment yields through higher rents and lower voids
• A single fee service with no additional hidden extras
• Full rental life cycle management of your property

for London flat owners”
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• Arranging Inventory Check-In and Check-out
• Arranging any repair and maintenance works with contractors or freeholders
• Arranging tenant deposit returns and dispute resolutions
• Flat furnishing with a range of our recommended suppliers
• Flat cleaning and staging for rental
• Full property marketing with photography, video and floor plans
• Arranging any required legal certificates e.g. Gas Safety, EPC,PAT
• Arranging viewings for prospective guests
• Vetting and referencing of tenant applications
• Preparation of tenancy agreement
• Legal Registration and holding of tenant deposits
• Full client money protection for landlords and guests
• Rent collection and payment to owners
• Accounts statements and preparation
• Arrears and eviction management service with solicitors

‘hands-free’ management service”
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If you would like to join our growing family of property owners please fill in the form at:
One of our dedicated Account Managers will contact you to confirm the terms of agreement.
and answer any questions you may have.

“Simply fill in our online terms and conditions”
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How we make a difference

• We are a dedicated, full property management and renting service
• We do not treat your property as a sideline Lettings business

• We only accept good-quality London ﬂats in association with yours
• We are there at check-in, check-out and throughout the rental life-cycle
• We oﬀer direct management which is not outsourced to 3rd parties
• Our dedicated brand appeals to guests unlike many unpopular estate agents
• Our employed local hosts provide a “personal touch” to guests
• We utilize the best prop-tech solutions to facilitate service delivery
• We have deep experience with international owners and investors
• We oﬀer tax payment service for Non-Resident Landlords
• We are professionally accredited by the property management industry
• All our ﬂats have Wiﬁ provisions made
• All our ﬂats have bill management services for guests

the service we deliver”
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Contact Us

Sue Chern Sharon Yow

Hon Kuen William Tsui

Wing Lam Frankie Chong

邱淑真

徐漢權

张咏霖

Lettings Director (HK)

Lettings Director (UK)

Lettings Manager (UK)

E: sharon.yow@rentlondonflat.com
T: +852 924 840 00
WeChat: SharonYowCooper

E: william.tsui@rentlondonflat.com
T: +44 773 8479 368
WeChat: HKWilliamTsui

E: frankie.chong@rentlondonflat.com
T: +44 7508 329066
WeChat: Chongwinglam888
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